Dispute Resolution Group
The Dispute Resolution Group at Advocaat Law Practice works in synergy with the other non-contentious
practice groups to provide a seamless service to our clients. This strategy enables us at the earliest possible
time, to assess the risk of potential or threatened dispute and to provide our clients with early advice that
can prevent costly litigation.
Our approach is to always understand the client’s needs, structure and implement an eﬀective strategy
tailored to the identiﬁed need and provide vigorous representation to ensure that the client is not prejudiced
in the pursuit of their claim. We have extensive expertise and experience across key industry sectors and are
skilled in the various modes of dispute resolution including: litigation, arbitration, mediation and conciliation.
Our extensive experience covers the following:
Commercial Dispute
Joint ventures: disputes arising from shareholders agreements and deadlocked joint venture companies;
Mergers and Acquisitions: disputes relating to public and private deals; Equity capital markets: disputes
arising from IPOs and other oﬀerings; Commercial: insurance, sale of goods, pensions and employment
disputes; Technology, Media and Telecommunications: all contentious contractual and regulatory matters;
Shareholder claims: requisitions for the removal of directors and unfair prejudice or oppression claims; Public
and Administrative: judicial review; Tax: tax-related litigation and tribunal claims.
Energy Disputes
Construction of oﬀshore production facilities: disputes arising out of EPC contracts such as variation and
liquidated damages; operation of take-or-pay gas supply agreements: dispute arising from take or pay obligations under Gas Sales Purchase Agreements and Power Purchase Agreements; Construction of commercial property developments: disputes arising from the construction of real estate: liquidated damages;
Design and construction of Independent Power Projects: disputes arising from power purchase agreements,
fuel supply and transportation agreements; Development of oil and gas ﬁelds: disputes arising from determination and redetermination of unitized ﬁelds, oil spill and environmental claims.
Arbitration/Mediation
Our team of arbitration specialists have extensive experience in developing dispute mitigation strategies as
well as conducting arbitral proceedings and have represented several clients before various arbitration
panels.
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